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Abstract 
To overcome the time delay in tele-robot system, a new 3D virtual environment modeling technology is proposed in this paper. 
The interactions between slave robot and environment can be attained in advance in a 3D virtual environment in the master side, 
therefore an accurate operation of space tele-robot can be realized and the effect of time delay would be minimized. Firstly, 3D 
virtual interaction scenario is modeled as a point cloud data image, and the target objects are recognized from the image and 
reconstructed by using Random Sample And Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm. Secondly, an effective method is proposed to 
modify the position of virtual robot and calculate the virtual interactive force between the virtual robot and the virtual objects. 
Lastly, the experiment is completed with the time delay. The errors are lower (10% F.S.), while virtual interaction force is 
compared with the real force measured by the force sensor. Experimental results show that this 3D virtual environment modeling 
method is effective and reliable for space tele-robot control. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics (CSAA).  
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1. Introduction 
Space tele-robot plays an important role in space exploration, it is able to perform tasks in unknown or hazard 
environment. However, the large time delay in communication between the tele-robot in space and the operator at 
the local site is inevitable, which leads to the decrease of the stability and maneuverability of the system. 
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Construction of tele-robot system with virtual reality is an effective way to solve the time delay problem [1]. 
Virtual environment provides the operator a real-time visual and force feedback [2]. Therefore, the accuracy of 
virtual environment modeling is the key point to the space tele-robot system [3]. Hironao Yamada introduced the 
methods of auto point of view (APV) and semi-transparent object (STO), which improved the efficiency as well as 
the security of tele-operation and overcome the shortcomings of conventional three-screen visual display [4]. Huber, 
D. utilized the combined data from a laser scanner and a video camera to generate a photo-realistic 3D model of the 
vehicle's environment which was displayed to the remote operator in real time [5]. However, these methods did not 
calculate the virtual interaction force and compare it with the real force. 
This paper proposes a new 3D virtual environment modeling technology. First of all, a virtual robot model which 
is the same as the real slave robot is established based on 3DS MAX and VTK (object-oriented encapsulation of the 
OpenGL) [6]. Then, a 3D virtual interaction scenario is established. Due to the unknown of exact location and shape 
of the objects in the real environment, the way to identify them is important. Point cloud data collected by Kinect [7] 
in the slave side would be displayed in the master side. The shape, size and color of the target objects could be 
caught initially from the point could data. However their exact geometry and position are uncertain, especially when 
the target is translucent. All the color would be filtered out except the target one, then Random Sample And 
Consensus (RANSAC) [8] could be used to detect specific models and their parameters in point clouds. Thirdly, an 
effective method is proposed to modify the position of virtual robot and calculate the virtual interactive force 
between the virtual robot and the virtual objects. Lastly, the experiment is completed with the time delay. 
Research result of this paper lays the foundation for the development of high efficiency and high precision of 
operation in the space tele-robot system. It demonstrates that tele-robot system based on 3D virtual environment 
modeling will improve the performance of space robot to fulfill tasks such as science experiment, daily maintenance 
in space station and repair of the on-orbit satellite [9]. 
2. Space tele-robot system with visual and force feedback 
The space tele-robot system in this research is mainly composed of two parts, the master system and the slave 
system, which is shown in Fig. 1. The master system consists of an operator, a force feedback hand controller [10], a 
computer (PC1) which shows the virtual environment. The virtual robot in the virtual environment is controlled by 
the operator using the force feedback hand controller. And the slave system is a 4-DOF robot, which is equipped 
with a Kinect, a CCD camera, position sensors, force sensors and a control computer (PC2). Due to the space tele-
robot system is established in the laboratory, the TCP/IP is used to communicate between the master and the slave 
temporarily. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Space tele-robot system with virtual environment. 
The main working process of this system is as follows. The control computer (PC2) collects the data of sensors, 
CCD camera and Kinect in the slave side and sends them to the computer (PC1) in the master side. Then PC1 
processes the image information and reconstructs the virtual environment which includes the virtual robot, the 
virtual interaction scenario and the target objects. The data of position sensors is used to modify the position of 
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virtual robot. The operator controls the virtual robot and the remote robot by using the force feedback hand 
controller and watches the virtual environment. The remote robot moves the same way as the virtual robot with 3 
seconds delay. The operator can view the virtual environment from all directions and achieves the force from the 
force feedback hand controller when the gripping end-effector contacts with the target object. 
3. 3D virtual environment reconstruction 
3.1. Reconstruction of virtual robot 
The three-dimensional virtual robot model is the same as the real robot, which means that the scale and shape of 
model is accurate. The robot is divided into five parts from the joints based on degrees of freedom: the base, the 
transfer device, the big arm, the forearm and the gripping end-effector. Each part is modeled by 3DS MAX and 
combined into a complete robot model through series of graphic conversion, such as translation, rotation, and 
scaling. Last, the virtual robot is displayed in the virtual environment by VTK programming. The virtual robot 
model is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 2. 3D model of virtual robot. 
3.2. Representation of virtual interaction scenario 
Conventional CCD camera can only collect two-dimensional images which dissatisfy the need of the operator, so 
Kinect is used in this research to capture three dimensional images. 
Kinect is equipped with a RGB camera and an infrared camera which has been calibrated by its internal chip, 
directly capturing RGB image data and depth information in slave side. Three-dimensional point cloud data 
(x,y,z,r,g,b) is obtained from Kinect image capture function which is sealed in PCL open source library.  
Considering the relatively low precision of the Kinect itself and the influence of environmental factors, there is 
some noise in the acquired point cloud data inevitably. Bilateral filter algorithm [11] is adopted to reduce the noise, 
preserve the depth information and make up the unattained depth information at the same time. The filtered point 
cloud data is displayed via PCL [12], which represents the slave environment. 
3.3. Reconstruction of target object 
In order to achieve the interaction between virtual robot and the target objects, the target objects need to be   
identified from the virtual interaction scenario. However, only the shape, size and color of the target objects could 
be caught initially from the point could data, their exact geometry and position are uncertain, especially when the 
target is translucent. All the color would be filtered out except the target one through HSL color space [13], then 
Random Sample And Consensus (RANSAC) could be used to detect specific models and their parameters in point 
clouds. 
RGB image data (r,g,b) means the coordinate of red, green and blue (r,g,bא[0,1]). These maximum and minimum 
component values are defined as max and min respectively, with 
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where Hue hאሾͲǡ͵͸Ͳιሿ, Saturation sę[0,1], and Lightness lę[0,1]. 
     Hue h is selected as the basis for filtering and all the color would be filtered out except the target one. Then the 
filtered data is processed in order to get rid of the outliers (the number of points within a certain radius is less than a 
certain threshold value), further reducing non-point on the target object. 
Refer to the geometric model in Sample_consensus module of PCL and the RANSAC algorithm, target object is 
matched with the geometric model and the parameters are obtained. The point clouds about the remote side and the 
identified target object are shown in Fig. 3. The radius of the identified ball is 34.92mm while the actual one is 
35mm. The error is relatively small (0.2% F.S.) and the recognition algorithm is effective. Target object can be 
reconstructed on the basis of the identified parameters. 
         
Fig. 3. (a) Point clouds about the remote side; (b) The identified target object. 
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4. Modification of virtual robot’s position  
The control commands from the force feedback hand controller are sent to the virtual robot and the slave robot simultaneously. Due to the 
time delay in the communication, the motion of slave robot is delayed. However, the motion of virtual robot is real-time, which is constantly 
updated according to the instructions. Therefore, accumulated error from time delay and collision leads to the position distinction between slave 
robot and the virtual robot. The real position information of the slave robot is collected by the position sensors mounted on it, which is used to 
modify the position of virtual model. 
The time delay in one-way transmission is denoted as ɒ, the position of virtual robot is denoted as x(t), the output position of the force 
feedback hand controller is denoted as x1(t), and position sensor information is denoted as x2(t). The transmission of position sensor information 
delays ߬ seconds, and the position of the slave robot is obtained from the information sent by the hand controller 2ɒ
seconds ago, so the modified value is described as: 
        [ W [ W [ WW W W'                                                             (5) 
Then the real position of virtual robot is expressed as follows: 
                                                                            (6) 
And substituting Eq. (5), 
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Eq. (6) shows the modified virtual robot’s position. 
5. Calculation of virtual interactive force 
In the simulation experiment of catching the target object, virtual interactive force is calculated and passed to the 
operator by the force feedback hand controller. The interactive force which the operator feels is the same as the real 
force in the slave side. The key point of determining the existence of virtual interactive force is to detect whether the 
gripping end-effector contacts with the target object. 
The force analysis when gripping end-effector contacts with the target object is shown in Fig. 4. Assuming the 
deformation on the both sides of the ball are equal (influence of the gravity component is ignored) when the 
gripping end-effector collides with the ball. Considering the virtual interactive force F as a function of the elastic 
deformation οl and the elastic coefficient of the ball K, we have: 
) . O '                                                                                             (8) 
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Fig. 4. The force analysis when gripping end-effector contacts with the target object. 
In ideal circumstances, when the friction force f and the component which opposes the frictional force of the 
gravity mg (the mass of the ball is m) are equal, the end-effector can seize the ball and lift without falling, with 
  FRVI ) . O PJP P T  '                                                                      (9) 
Where Ɋ is the static frictional coefficient, θ is the supplementary angle of the angle between gravity and frictional 
force. The deformation of the ball acquires a critical value:
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The positon of the contact point on the ball are P1(x1,y1,z1) and P2(x2,y2,z2), the center position of the ball is 
O(x,y,z) and the radius of the ball is r. In accordance with the positional relationship between two contact points and 
the ball, there are four conditions as follows. 
ሺͳሻ If OP1>r and OP2>r, the gripping end-effector did not contact with the ball. 
ሺʹሻ If r-∆l 0<OP1≤r or r-∆l 0<OP2≤r, at least one contact point exists and the ball is still in the elastic deformation, 
then the gripping end-effector could apply larger force. 
ሺ͵ሻ If r-∆l max≤OP1≤r-∆l 0 or r-∆l max≤OP2≤r-∆l 0, only one contact point exists, but the gripping end-effector could 
not apply larger force. 
ሺͶሻ If r-∆l max≤OP1≤r-∆l 0 and r-∆l max≤OP2≤r-∆l 0, the two contact points both exist and the elastic deformation is 
larger than the critical value.  
Only in the fourth conditions, could the virtual ball be caught up by the gripping end-effector. The virtual 
interactive force F is decomposed into three components: Fx, Fy and Fz, with 
         FRV[) ) D                                                                                   (11) 
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       FRV]) ) J                                                                                      (13) 
Where Ƚ, Ⱦ, ɀ is the orientation angles of force vector F. Virtual interactive force could be displayed on the master 
computer with three rectangles, respectively. The length of the rectangle represents the magnitude of the force.  
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6. Experimental result and analysis 
An experiment is implemented with the influence of 3 seconds time delay. After initial test, the virtual robot and 
the virtual interaction scenario display on the master computer simultaneously, and their positions are consistent. 
During the experiment, the operator controls the motion of robot by the force feedback hand controller. The real 
robot in the image is found moving behind the virtual robot, which is shown in Fig. 5. The operator could control the 
virtual robot in a real-time to perform specified tasks with visual and force feedback. After successful operation, the 
commands are sent to the slave robot, therefore the slave robot moves along the planned route. In this way, the time 
delay problems would be overcome. 
 
 
Fig. 5. The 3D virtual environment with time delay. 
In order to test the accuracy of the 3D virtual environment modeling method, virtual interaction force is 
compared with the real force measured by the force sensor. After the data is processed, the two force lines and the 
error of the virtual force are shown in Fig. 5.  
 
 
Fig. 6. (a) The virtual interaction force and the real force lines; (b) The error of the virtual force. 
The total trend of them is similar and the force remains unchanged eventually. However, the fluctuation of the 
real force line is obvious, because the jitter exists when the gripping end-effector contacts with the ball. The error is 
below 10%F.S. after removing the unstable point, which shows this 3D virtual environment modeling method is 
effective and reliable for space tele-robot control. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper, a space tele-robot system was constructed with the time delay using a new 3D virtual environment 
modeling method. The operator controls the remote operation of the space robot by using the force feedback hand 
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controller and observing the reconstructed virtual environment on the computer. The accurate force and visual 
feedback ensure the success of the operation. The virtual environment provides the operator a real-time state of the 
robot which allows him a fluent operation, and the force from the hand controller gives him an immersive 
experience. Experimental results show that this 3D virtual environment modeling method is effective and reliable 
for space tele-robot control. However, the RANSAC algorithm could only identify the target objects in simple and 
regular shape, since this research is in an early stage. In the future, more complicated and irregular objects are 
expected to be reconstructed via the point cloud data, thus the 3D virtual environment modeling method would be 
perfect. 
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